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The following question requires your participation. The answer depends on the question you answer and what you state in the answer box. You may choose either a short answer with few words, a long one with more details or a written explanation. The selection of the answer type
will be saved in your profile so you can continue your study at any time. The question: In the table below, the questions include a teacher code that is unique to each participant's experiment. The teacher code is used to match participants' survey responses to their individual
experimental conditions. In addition, the questionnaires were asked about participants' demographic backgrounds. How many participants? Early completion by. Which data protection issues? In the table below, the questions include a teacher code that is unique to each
participant's experiment. The teacher code is used to match participants' survey responses to their individual experimental conditions. In addition, the questionnaires were asked about participants' demographic backgrounds. How many participants? Late completion by. Which
data protection issues? In the table below, the questions include a teacher code that is unique to each participant's experiment. The teacher code is used to match participants' survey responses to their individual experimental conditions. In addition, the questionnaires were asked
about participants' demographic backgrounds. How many participants? Comments: The following question requires your participation. The answer depends on the question you answer and what you state in the answer box. You may choose either a short answer with few words, a
long one with more details or a written explanation. The selection of the answer type will be saved in your profile so you can continue your study at any time. The question: In the table below, the following question requires your participation. The answer depends on the question
you answer and what you state in the answer box. You may choose either a short answer with few words, a long one with more details or a written explanation. The selection of the answer type will be saved in your profile so you can continue your study at any time. The question:
In the table below, the following question requires your participation. The answer depends on the question you answer and what you state in the answer box. You may choose either a short answer with few words, a long one with more details or a written explanation. The selection
of the answer type will be saved in your profile
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